DEC Household Hazardous Waste: Rules and Grants
What’s New?

NYSAR3 Conference
November 4, 2016
Permitting HHW Facilities
Formerly Part 370 & Part 360 Rules
Now Subpart 362-4 in draft Regulations
Streamlined!
More on Permits . . .

Allows for “satellite” collection with no Part 364 transporter requirements to the permitted facility.
Collection Days

Transition to Part 362 Registrations rather than “approved” event day plans.

Registrations good for one year and cover all planning unit events.

Registered event criteria included in 362.
DEC Region 3 HHW Options
DEC/UCRRA HHW Days
PPE & Hot/Cold Zones
Call this in!
Legacy Waste
Rental Truck w/legacy waste
CESQGs

- A generator is a CESQG if, in a calendar month:
  - They generate no more than 220 pounds of hazardous waste, and
  - They generate no more than 2.2 pounds of acute hazardous waste, and
  - They generate no more than 220 pounds of material from the cleanup of a spillage of acute hazardous waste
  - AND, at anytime:
    - They store no more than 2,200 pounds of hazardous waste, and
    - They store no more than 2.2 pounds of acute hazardous waste.
- A Generator that is a CESQG:

CESQG’s are not HHW grant-eligible; direct bill from contractor
Contact your local DEC office to have RCRA staff review event participants.
Non-Reportable Spills

Must meet all of the following criteria:

- The quantity is less than 5 gallons; and
- The spill is contained and under the control of the spiller; and
- The spill does not reach the State's water or any land; and
- The spill is cleaned up within 2 hours of discovery.
Questions?
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